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j

At The

Editor's Desk j
THE OLD SCHOOL SPIRIT
Last Friday afternoon amidst
the cool repose of the Callaway
Gardens the State Board of
Regents met to consider the
application of a master's degree
program for GTC. The measure
was approved by an overwhelming majority.
This act is a milestone in the
history of the development of
GTC. The college has progressed from a relatively obscure "cow" college to become
one of the finest teacher training institutions in the country.
Much has been said and
written about
the modern
day college
student. To
some he is less
i n t e 11 ectual
than the stuMent of the
past,' and to
FAYSSOUX others he possesses a mature intellectualism
that his predecessor did not. As
to whether he is less intellectual
of not, that is a debatable question ,but he does seem to be
more mature.
Academic Atmosphere
With the advent of the new
graduate program the GTC
campus should take on a more
academic atmosphere with less
emphasis on trivial matters and
more emphasis on intellectual
and cultural pursuits.
This generation has been
termed the "no-nonsense generation" by many eminent educators. In a recent article in Time
Magazine the colorful Columbia
University historian, Richard
Hofstadter, said, "That there is
nothing much theycan do about
so many things like radioactive
fallout. So today, college students are serious about their
careers, and they feel that's
about all they can do."
GTC Students Serious
Today the majority of GTC
students are serious about their
careers. They seem to sense the
great need this country has for
good teachers. Never before has
our country needed competent
teachers from the elementary
level up through graduate
school, as it does today.
One of the charges hurled at
the modern college student is
that he is a conformist with
little
school
spirit.
Social
scientist Reuel Denney, of the
University of Chicago, answers
this by saying "This is about
the freest generation of students
in U. S. Colleges in the 20th
century."
Esprit de Corps
"School spirit" can be a misused term. Too often we associate "school spirit" with the
trivialities we engage in at
school. For instance, the defenders of Rat Day say we must
have Rat Day to maintain
"school spirit."
"School spirit" should be
built on a firm academic basis.
Our "rah rah's" should be because we have an excellent staff
and faculty who maintain high
academic standards.
With the advent of a graduate
program GTC should gain that
esprit de corps built around a
pride in our academic worth.
NO GEORGE-ANNE
NEXT WEEK
Thanksgiving holidays begin at 11:30 a.m., next Wednesday, Nov. 27 and end at 8
a.m., Dec. 2.
There will be no GeorgeAnne next week, and the next
issue will be published Dec 6.

"At Least 2100 Teachers To Benefit"

Master's Degree Program Is Awarded
To GTC;Will Begin In Summer School
Degree Offered
In Seven Fields
The State Board of Regents
last Friday approved the granting of master of education degrees in seven fields for Georgia Teachers College. First
candidates will begin work next
summer.
The program will be confined
to summer and Saturday classes
in the beginning, and is
designed primarily to serve
teachers already in the field. It
will be possible for teachers to
get the extra degree in three
summers by taking some work
in the Saturday program.

DR. ZACH HENDERSON

DEAN PAUL CARROLL

Press Lauds Program
Editor's Note: This editorial appeared in the Savannah
Evening Press this week. We believe this is very well stated
and are reprinting it here.

DR. J. D. PARK

President Henderson Expresses
Satisfaction With Program

Dr. Zach S. Henderson, president of Georgia Teachers College, said "The news I received
on last Friday concerning the
college was as thrilling as any
news that I have had since I
started working with the college
The board has authorized graduate work on a "commuter" in 1927."
basis at Georgia State College for women at Milledgeville and
"It has been my privilege to
Georgia Teachers College at Statesboro.
see the college move from a
This program allows GSCW and GTC to award master of edu- Normal School to South Georcation degrees in seven fields each. It is designed primarily to gia Teachers College to Georgia
serve teachers already in the field and will be confined to summer Teachers College and now to a
and Saturday classes. It will be possible for teachers to get the college offering the masters deextra degree in three summers or three years of Saturday work. gree."
"It seems to me that we can
It is estimated that 2,100 teachers in 2* counties surrounding
say the college has grown up or
Bulloch will benefit from the program at the Statesboro College. has reached maturity and is in
Between 300 and 400 teachers are expected to enroll for the first the best position in its history
classes at the two schools.
to use the money invested in it
by the state. I feel that we can
Georgia Teachers College at Statesboro has long been one now be of outstanding service to
of the most valuable institutions in the First Congressional Dis- the public schools of Georgia."
trict. The new authorization by the Board of Regents increases
The program will be under the
that value, not only to teachers, but to all citizens whose childirection and supervision of the
dren will benefit by having more fully trained teachers in the Dean of the college, Paul F. Carschools.
roll, and administered through
a graduate council appointed by
President Henderson.
Administrative details, such as
admission to graduate study, adA decision which will prove valuable to local teachers and
all teachers in middle and southeast Georgia both from an educational and economic standpoint, has been announced by the
Board of Regents of the state.university system.

Chivers, Blizzard, and Hodges

To Serve as Freshman Leaders
The freshman became a class polls and selected their officers
last Monday as they went to the to lead them during the '57-'58
year. James Chivers of Atlanta
was elected president over
Herchel Carswell of Tifton.
Vivian Blizzard of Tennille who
ran against Yvonne Durham of
Crawfordville will serve the
class as vice president. The class
secretary-treasurer is Mary Ann
The Science Club meeting last Hodges of Statesboro who deMonday night at the home of Mr. feated Glenda Rentz of WoodFred Wallace was held in the bine.
form of a wiener roast. Telescopic observations were made
Phyliss Hall of Augusta and
by the group attending. After Guy Weatherly of McRae will
the observations, the members
represent the freshman class on
played table tennis and some
the
Student Council. The other
card games.
nominees running for these posiThe next Science Club will tions were Jim Curry of Swainsmeet next Monday night in the boro and Ellen Durham of Bainbridge.
chemistry building. There will be
a member from the Georgia
These officers were selected
State Health Department as the by a majority vote of the freshguest speaker., Anyone who is man class on the basis of the iminterested is invited to attend pressions they had made on the
this next meeting.
body of students.

Science Group

Meets Monday

EVERETT WILLIAMS

mission to graduate status, admission to candidacy for the degree, residence requirements,
and qualitative standards will
be developed by the graduate
council
in
conformity
to
generally accepted standards and
requirements for the master of
education degree program in
sister institutions in Georgia.

POLIO SHOTS NOV. 26
The third in the series of
polio shots is being offered
Tuesday afternoon, November
26. This drive is sponsored by
Kappa Phi Kappa.
The schedule for the day will
be the same one that was used
for the taking of club pictures.
Students are urged to go to the
health cottage for their shot at
a time they do not have a class.
This will enable those who have
classes straight through to get
their shots from 9:40 to 10:45
when no classes will meet.

Teaching Fields
The fifth-year program of
teacher education will include
the following teaching fields:
elementary grades, high school
English, high school science,
high school social studies, high
school industrial arts, music and
health and physical education.
A similar program was authorized for Georgia State College for Women at Milledgeville .The regents' committee on
education,
headed
by Mr.
Howard H. Callaway, approved
the plan Friday morning, and
then the regents authorized the
plan Friday afternoon at their
meeting place at the Ida Cason
Callaway Gardens near Chipley.
Approval had been pending
for several months. Before this,
the only master of education degrees offered in the University
system were those awarded at
the University of Georgia in
Athens.
Logical Way
Robert O. Arnold, regent
chairman from Covington, said
the action was taken as th-?
logical way to serve "teachers
in remote sections who are
interested in improving their
education."
State Senator Everett Wi'~
liams of Statesboro, who h
regent from the First Distri
hailed to move as a "very fi' :
thing" for southeast Georgia. I >
said the 2,100 teachers in : >
counties surrounding Bullcr-'i
will benefit.

iFrench Violins and Fascination

Starlight Bail Is In ^Moulin Rouge'
Tomorrow night one of the
biggest social events of the year
climaxes
weeks
of
hectic
prepartion for this night. This
is the annual Starlight Ball,
sponsored by the Alpha Rho
Tau, the Art Club on campus.
In previous years, the themes
have been varied from one night
club or cafe to another. This
year, the theme is the Moulin
Rouge of Paris, France. The gym
is to be decorated as a Parisian
street, with sidewalk cafes along
the way, tables underneath
canopies.
Blue Parachutes
The ceiling of the gym is to
be covered with blue parachutes to give the illusion of
the sky, with such special effects as clouds, and hundreds of
stars. Many hours of hard work
went into the making of these

stars, as indeed, many hours
went into the making of everything concerning the ball.
Work was started on the Starlight Ball about two weeks after
the quarter began, and will continue up to the last minute before the ball starts. Over $200
has been spent for properties
for the ball. Programs were
handmade by the Art 301 class,
and other decorations were made
by members of the Alpha Rho
Tau.
There will be special lighting
effects which will be enchantingly beautiful, and worth going
to the ball just to see.
The full dance band, the Professors, will play at the ball.
Also, a violinist and pianist will
play.
Pierre the Waiter
The floor show will run from

French violins to 'fascinating"'
dances.
Waiters
and
waitresses,
headed by Pierre, the head
waiter, will serve grape punch
("wine") and "cocktails" made
of ginger ale.
The Starlight Ball is NOT a
formal dance. It is to be semiformal, which means that the
boys will wear dark suits, and
the girls will wear dressy dresses. Corsages are not necessary.
The Art Club wishes to thank
each and every person who has
assisted them in working on the
Starlight Ball. It especially extends its thanks to Masquers,
who helped with the special
lighting effects, and other items..
The dance will begin at 8 p..
m., and will last until 11:30.
Chaperones will be Miss Gernant
and Miss Remley.

Editorials
o

jpace to Race
Lately, the sale of binoculars and telescopes
skyrocketed to a new high as Sputniks I and II
were launched by the Russian Missile experts.
These items are being used to track these strange
invaders of outer space around the world. Some
persons, however, choose to use their binoculars
and telescopes in a different fashion. They suggest that the instruments be used in watching
from a distance the carelessness of the American driver. Sitting in on a legal murder they call
it.
Maybe this is true, and maybe it is not. One
can never tell to what extent the American
driver will go with his automobile. Maybe he will
drive lawfully, endangering the life of no one,
tut on the other hand, if provoked to the breaki: ^ point he is likely to use that wonderful
American machine as a guided missile bent on
cVstroyng the lives of his peers. If he is a lawful
d ver, little good it will do him unless he is
s:*::e that every other driver is just as cautions
ar he. Still, if he is not the law abiding citizen
tli it he would like people to think him, he can
en langer the lives of many who are on the
h jhways driving lawfully.
Anyway you look at it, the American
driver is not safe on the highway. He isn't safe
from himself or his fellow motorists.
Looking still further, pedestrians aren't so
very safe either are they?
Taking all this into consideration, it probably would be wisest for the peace loving
motorists and pedestrians of America to trade
in their crash helmets for a pair of binoculars so
that they may watch these fools from a distance.
Who knows, maybe some day they will kill each
other off and the highways will once more be
safe for the law abiding American citizen.

Administration Praised
After five years of long hard work the
GTC administration, along with the help of
State Senator and Regent Everett Williams, has
secured a masters degree program for the college. This is an accomplishment we should all be
proud of.
Thousands of teachers in this area may now
complete their graduate work. Students graduating from GTC can immediately begin graduate
work here if they desire. In a recent George-Anne
poll of students on campus the majority of those
polled professed a desire to do graduate work at
GTC if it were added.
The lead story on page one of this edition
explains just what the program involves and
what courses will be offered.
President Henderson, Dean Carroll, and
Senator .Williams have been quietly plugging
away in behalf of the program for the past few
years. They have worked tirelessly to bring the
conferring of masters degrees to GTC. These
three gentlemen deserve our deepest thanks.
Georgia State College for Women also had
is graduate work approved. We offer our congratulations to this fine sister institution, and
may we continue to grow together.
GTC is on the march and the student body
can and must play a large part in her growth.

Student Directory
Coming soon, says the FBLA, is a student
directory.
Congratulations, FBLA, for too long now
students have wanted a booklet of this type, and
to be sure you should have no trouble at all
getting any GTC^student to buy one.
This directory, to include the names and
home addresses of all GTC students and faculty
members, will be most helpful to any person
desiring to contact any of our campus family.
Students, be quick to secure one of these
publications, for maybe some day you will want
to contact a person whose whereabouts have
slipped past your memory. The approximate
publication date for this manual is December 1.
Probably a limited number will be printed so
each of you shall have to decide now whether
to buy one Or not.

Fanciful Facts

by Robert C. Preble, President

ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA

^ iij yjj^

%#

Not Like Be-Bop

Uncommon Genius

From Britannica Film "Benjamin Franklin"

From Britannica Film "String Choir"

Franklin's writings ranged
from help in writing the Declaration and Constitution to
treatises on the Northern Lights
and How to Cure Smoky Chimneys.

In Ancient Greece a "musical"
education ranged from reading
and writing to mathematics and
literature, including singing of
lyric poetry.
Old Star-Gazers

Intricate Meth^

From Britannica Film "Flowers at Work"

From BBFilm "Exploring the Night Sky"

The mechanics of pollination
" in flowers is so complex that
some flowers can't live except in
the presence of specific insects,
and vice versa.

Names of constellations and
fanciful figures seen in them
date back to the Romans,
Greeks, and even Babylonians—■
more than 3,000 years.

Never Judge A Person
ByTheQossipYouHear
By IRMA ROACH
Just one mistake is all it
takes—just once giving in to a
temptation, no matter how
trivial, how seemingly insignificant at the time. That's all it
takes to lose something prized
.about everything else: respect—
respect of our friends, and our
self-respect.
Often, rather, usually — when
we give in and try something
"just for the heck of it,' 'such
as smoking a few cigarettes,
taking that first drink, or staying
out until 2 p. m., someone is
around who is going to spread
the news.
But somehow, it seems when
it has passed several mouths,
it's no longer a thing we did
just once for a kick, but it's
a thing, according to gossip,
that we've always done, that we
still always do. It's become a
dark and shameful thing that
only a cheap person would do.
It seems we smoke a pack or
so of cigarettes a day, drink like
a fish, and usually come in
around dawn after each date.
Not only that, but a few years
ago, it seems that thus and so
happened, and circumstantial
evidence pointed us as this, that,
and the other. All past rumors,
long buried, are dug out of the
chest, and dusted off to start

out again. So the gossip grows
and grows, and gets worse, and
each time the story is told, a
little spice is added here, a certainty there where it was before only a possibility.
And, soon we find ourselves
being shunned by our friends
who don't know if these things
are true or not, and it hurts.
It hurts to see someone who
used to be "that special friend"
with a cheery word always, now
just give a frosty hello and pass
on.
Too many times, people unthinkingly say unkind things
that sometimes warp a person's
whole life. And often people intentionally drop remarks to
people to hurt others.
So whenever we feel we need
a kick, or thrill, let's get it from
a constructive source, so gossips
will have no cause to say unkind words, and we will get an
even bigger thrill.
And whenever we're tempted
to do some little something
wrong, or against our standards,
think twice. And when we're
about to say something about
someone, think three times.
First: "Is it true?". Second: "Is
it fair to all concerned?" and
third: "Is it necessary?"
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Hyde
AHD
Seek

By LARRY HYDE
THANKSGIVING—1957. What
will that day mean to you? Does
it mean you will get holidays
from school, a big turkey dinner, seeing your loved ones, a
chance to go hunting, or to see
your favorite football team in
action?
Thanksgiving means all these
things to me, but above all, it
reminds me that I should stop
and take stock of all the
wonderful things that I have to
be thankful for. I, have a wonderful father and mother, two
sisters, and a brother that mean
much to me. There have been no
great misfortunes in my life, and
I am of sound body and, mind.
I am thankful to God for these
things.
I hope you will stop and give
thanks to God for the many
wonderful things He has given
you. Thanksgiving will really
mean something to you if you
will.
* * *
Congratulations are in order
for the nine seniors chosen for
"Who's Who in American Universities and Colleges." These
people have worked hard aand
spent many tedious hours contributing to the welfare and
progress of Georgia Teachers
College. It is an honor well
deserved.
* * *
The response to the Snapshot
Contest for the REFLECTOR
has been very disappointing. In
order to have variety in the
annual, we are going to need
snapshots. You may give them
to me or bring them by the
public relations office in the

alumni building. There will be
three prizes awarded for the
different divisions and you stand
a good chance to win.
* * *
Work on the 1957-58 REFLECTOR is running right on
schedule. We meet our first
deadline December 10. The students working on the yearbook
are really doing a fine job.
From the editor down to the
people who worked with the
pictures, everyone is trying to
make this REFLECTOR the best
ever published at Georgia Teachers College.
* * *
Word from the grapevine reveals that Mose Bass is having
trouble keeping people from
parking near his hog pens. Mose
says the people do not bother
him nor his wife, but the hogs
get a little upset.

a

Is not marriage an open
question when it is alleged,
from the beginning of the world,
that such as are in the institution wish to get out, and such
as are out wish to get in.
i —Emerson
* * *
A certain girl in Lewis Hall
seems to really enjoy singing
this song:
J walk down the street,
My heart skips a beat.
I say to myself, hello Harry.
Second verse. A little louder
and a little worse.
When I go to sleep,
I never count sheep.
I count all the charms about
Harry .. . SELAH.

Pihl Asks Instead of Answers
By KERSTIN PIHL

(Editor's
Note:
Kerstin
Monica Pihl, Rotary exchange
student * from
Hagersten,
Sweden, reviews Rotary weekend at GSCW.)

over the world representing so
many different countries, we all
at least had one thing in common, and that is our stay in
Georgia.

Learn About Georgia
It is not every day that you
iron your dress together with
It is here that we get the
a girl from Ecuador or go to opportunity to meet and to feel
breakfast with a girl from like one big family. It is here
Egypt and a boy from Argen- that we learn about Georgia and
tina.
its people and try to give someBut things like that might thing of ourselves and our counhappen once a year at GSCW tries.
when all the Rotary students
And so when the moon shines
meet.
on the beautiful white houses
It is a cosmopolitan group. In in Milledgeville and we say goodfact, this year 22 countries are bye to each other as the conrepresented by 42 students: clave is over, we understand less
Argentina, Chile, Peru, Formosa, than ever why there must be
Japan, India, Ecuador, Korea such things as wars and SputTurkey, Egypt, Greece, England, niks.
Scotland, Germany, Holland,
Estonia, Finland, Norway, Denmark, Sweden, Poland and
France.
One Big Happy Family
I know that all of us shall
always remember this weekend
because it has been such a
The Veterans Club sponsors
wonderful experience. The funny
thing is that we feel like one big the Autumn Talent Review Mon(very big) family and as though day night, November 25, at 8
we had known each other for p. m. in McCroan Auditorium.
years.
Judges for the talent show
There is so much to talk about will be Bob Thompson of
John
Johnson
of
—not only what we think of the WWNS,
United States and Georgia but WWNS, Clyde Faries of the
about different countries and speech department here, Dr.
Ronald J. Neil of the music
customs.
All of a sudden I find myself division, and the high school
asking all sorts of questions that • librarian, Mrs. Elizabeth
I have been asked so many times Sawyer.
myself—such as, do you have
Contestants as they are at
TV over there, do you drink present listed are: David Bailey,
Coca-Cola? etc. It is nice for novelty; Emory Giles, singing;
a change to be the one who The Sporters featuring Early
asks.
Sammons, singing; Tom Bryson,
Sang Swedish Folk Songs
playing bagpipes; Nancy Smith,
Yes, I'll always remember singing; Frances Smith, singing;
this weekend; the Korean girls Billy Fordham, playing guitar;
dancing a fan dance in their Harris West and Charlotte
folk dresses, the Germans sing- Owens, dancing the Charleston;
ing and playing guitar, the girls Tessie Jones, baton twirling;
from Ecuador and Chile doing Irma Roach, playing piano;
singing;
and
the bolero, the Indian group Lauri Willis,
performing a very strange song, Joyce Kirkland, singing.
and myself taking part in the
First prize will be fifteen dolScandinavian
group
singing lars, second ten, and third, five.
Swedish folk songs.
Admission is 25 cents per perAlthough we came from all son.

Vets Club Holds

Autumn Review

'I;
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Mattox and Anderson Selected

By YVONNE DURHAM

/

$

Our college like all other colleges in Georgia is growing each
year. More students are realizing the importance of a college
education,
therefore,
school
facilities must grow as the enrollment grows. Along with
eliminating the problem of
teachers, classrooms and equipment comes the elimination of
housing problems. Before new
additions can be made the old
accommodations could be improved.
The occupants, realizing that
improvements are being made,
offer suggestions through their
answers to this question:
"If you were authorized and
equipped-to make a change in
your dormitory life what would
it be?"
Mary Ann Hodges—If it was
at all possible I would rid our
dormitory of all mice.
Betty Thaggard—There is a
need for more space, and later
Sunday night hours.
Patricia Redding—Perhaps a
telephone on each floor, or at
least a private line for the
dormitory.
Ann Lamb—I would extend
the womens' curfew on Sunday
night from 11 p.l m. to 11:30
p. m.
Sharon Ward — Rooms and
storage facilities should be enlarged. Rooms should have better lighting.
Miriam McClain—Class bells
turned off on weekends.
Mickey Williams — Improve
the floors in East and West
Halls, and repaint the rooms.
Martha Brantley — New mirrors put up with new furniture.
Ann Manry—I'd like to have
the men get through working
on the buildings so I can sleep
in the mornings.
MAGAZINES WILL BE
SENT TO BINDERY
According to Helen Legette,
Serials Librarian, many of the
current magazine will be sent
to the National Bindery to be
bound on Monday, December
2. Anyone desiring to use the
magazines in the library
should use them before this
date.

Language Club s

By CHARLOTTE OWENS

Led by Bryson
And McClendon

Tom Bryson and Charles Mc
Clendon were elected to head |
the Foreign Language Clubs for
the year in their joint' meeting
after the fall quarter masquerade
party.
Tom, heading the French Club,
will be backed by James
Johnston as vice president and
Sandra Tindol as secretary-treasurer.
Serving with Charles on the
German Club staff will be
Valera Brinson, vice president,
and Billy Daniel, secretaryDANCING TO CONCEAL from their boss Messerschmann the fact
treasurer.
Outgoing president of the that they know each other, other than business-wise, Patrice BomFrench Club, Jane Jackson, pre- belles (Curt Walker) and Lady India (Kerstin Pihl) do a tango
sided at the joint meeting, which that would be the envy of an Arthur Murray. Miss Pat Shely
served as a renewing agent for of the physical education department was the choreographer for
the German Club, inactive for
the dance, one of those seen in Masquers' fall production, "Ring
a year.
Round the Moon."

Business Club

Plans Directory
The FBLA Club announces
that they plan to satisfy the
longing request of many students for a "student directory of
faculty and students." The student directory will consist of an
alphabetical index of the names
and home addresses of all students who are enrolled here at
GTC. The names of the faculty
members and their home addresses will also be included.
The student directory will sell
for 25 cents a copy and will be
ready for sale approximately' on
December 1. It is the desire of
the club to get the student
directory in the hands of the
students before Christmas so
that they will be able to send
Christmas
cards,
presents,
anonymous gifts, time bombs,
and what have you to their
friends, faculty members and
enemies.

Compliments

Paris is Setting for Masquers'
First Production of the Year
By JOYCE KIRKLAND
Paris was the setting of
Masquers' first success of the
year.
As the curtain opened on the
winter garden in spring Wednesday night, it disclosed an intricate, elaborate, and well constructed set for which the "Ring
Round the Moon" stage crew is
to be congratulated.
The funniest portrayal of
character in the play was given
by Jeans Fulford as a Poor, but
sizeable, piano teacher, masquerading as a genteel, "softhanded" countess. Though«the
role did not carry the main plot,
Jeans held the comedy throughout her performance.

various other British sounds to
his voice as weft as affecting
the mannerisms of a phlegmatic Briton butler, complete
with snobbish attitude, was the
task of Emory Giles. "Nothing
serious, I 'ope, sir."

Dual Personality
Bill Sanders, playing doubles,
gave a quite believable interpretation to the almost opposite
characters
of
Hugo
and
Frederick—one quite merciless
and "archarne," the other
sweet, kind, and considerate.
Though switching personalities
would appear literally impossible to the layman, the problem seemed not to phase Bill,
a veteran of summer stock.
Sustaining the chief comic
element was Molly Williams,
also of summer stock vintage.
She handed in her customary
excellence as Madame Desmortes, the wheel-chair, stringpulling, elderly aunt who knows
all and doesn't hide it, but enjoys a spicy store and abhors a
sad ending.

Money Brings Ulcers
Diana Messerchmann, daughter of the millionaire ,played by
Ruth Sutton Odom, finds that
her father's money cannot get
the man she wants, but not before Ruth gets an opportunity
to reveal the littleness and
cruelty of Diana's ego.
Ann Waters, as Capulet,
Madam
Desmorte's
fluttery
companion, Ed Ward, as reputation-minded Romainville, and
John Anderson as the ulcerated
Messerchmann, add the finishing touches and are to be applauded for their fine work.

Harder Not to Act
Isabelle,
the
complication
which always brings comedy,
believed by some to be mistress
to a millionaire and by most to
be an angel in disguise, was
Diana Bair's fall quarter masterniece. She says, however, that
"being myself on stage is much
harder than really challenging
dramatic roles."
Dropping h's and adding

of a
**

As GTC Cheerleaders for 1957-58

Ptiend

'

"Yea Blue." Yea White!" was
the start, "And now for the big
news!" was the end of the event
which selected the new cheerleaders for 1957-58. The tryouts resulted in Marsha Maddox
and Patricia Anderson being
selected as cheerleaders. The
first alternate selected was
Vivian Blizzard and the second
alternate is Marianne DeLoach.
The program started with the
old cheerleaders, Diana Bair,
Martha Brantley, Dexter Hughes,
Charlotte Owens and Martha
Tinker leading the audience in
the two yells which were used
for try-out, "More Score" and
"Yea Blue."
Charlotte Owens acting as
master 'of ceremonies then
called each girl by number onto
the stage to do one of the yells.
Each girl was dressed in dark
bermudas with white longsleeved blouses. They each,
wore a number on their
shoulder.
After the individual yells, the
girls came back in groups to do
a yell to be judged for group
participation.
Other points which they were
judged on were voice, technique,
coordination, timing, pep, appearance, posture and personality.
Marsha Maddox, as transfer
from Truett-McConnell, when
asked how she felt said, "Oh, I

was so happy! I didn't realize
I would cry if I did get it.".
Marsha is a physical education
major from East Point.
In the midst of big tears from
her pretty brown eyes, Pat
Anderson was "Thrilled to death
and at the same time very
honored." Pat is an elecentary
education major from Swainsboro where she was a cheerleader in high school.
Vivian Blizzard, first alternate,
is a freshman from Tennell and'
Marianne DeLoach is also a
freshman from Statesboro.
Judges for the tryouts were
Miss Few, dramatics; Miss Remle'y, art; Mr. King, music; Miss
Bell, Mr. White, Mr. Clements,
and Mr. Scearce, all of the
physical education department,
and two members of the basketball team.
The girls who did not make
the squad this year, Judy Rittenhouse, Mickie Williams, Jo Ann
LeWallen, Ann Gowen, Phyllis
Hall and Eleanor Ackerage, will
form the organization of a pep
club on campus.
According to Miss Pat Shely,
cheerleader advisor, "The judging was all very close. All have
worked hard and I know the
girls who do not get it will
have a better chance next year.
I think the tryouts went well
and I am very satisfied with the
results."

Valentino Surprised
The tango, done BombellesIndia style, was far from the
dramatic, exotic Valentino pride
as it was introduced in the
United States. Curt Walker, as
the puppet private secretary of
the richest man involved in
"Ring Round the Moon," and
Kerstin Pihl, as the provocative
mistress of the same millionaire,
do a most convincing job.

FOR THANKSGIVING;
OPEN WEDNESDAY P. M.

Announcement was made
this wed; by Josh Lanier of
the Statesboro Merchants Association that the business of
Statesboro will observe
Thanksgiving as an official
holiday for November 28.
In accordance with their
policy adopted at the first of
the year the merchants will
remain open on Wednesday
afternoon, November 27, and
will continue to remain open
on Wednesday afternoons un, til after Christmas.

STUDE1NTS, FACULTY

-COIU'- 1» * • Wilt MO tdADt.KAHK. COMUOHI |«M THI COCA-COLA cowtw

They kept warning me this would
happen if I didn't think of some super
way to describe that absolutely unique
good taste of Coca-Cola. So who's a
Shakespeare? So no ad .. . that's bad!
Bvi, there's always Coke...
and that's good!

Drink

(sm&
SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by
STATESBORO COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.

You're Always Welcome At

For endearing young charms... ever-lovely lace,
simply stated .. .with the brilliant stroke of a

THE FAIR STORE
Statesboro's Leading Ladies' Store

Mtln cummerbund ... sweet enchantment for the
holiday season in muted pastels. Sties S to 15.

JtinMfc

STATESBORO, GEORGIA

Education Conference
To Discuss New Look
WASHINGTON,
D.
C—
"Higher education: Strengthening Quality in the Satellite Age"
will be the theme of the
thirteenth annual conference on
Higher Education planned for
March 2-5, 1958, in Chicago.
Paul Bulger, president of the
Association for Higher Education, said the conference will
follow through on last year's
"Bold New Look at the Not Too
Distant Future" with a series of
28 discussion groups. They will
seek ways to better the quality
of education in today's exploding
era.
In announcing plans for the
conference, G. Kerry Smith, association executive secretary,
said, "At this moment we are
not ready to meet the urgent
'! demand for more teachers at the
college level. The dramatic impact of the Soviet satellites
symbolizes
how
important
trained manpower is to our national survival today. This applies to all fields of knowledge,
makes education for increasing
numbers more necessary than
ever, and makes imperative the
highest possible quality of instruction."

Chairman of the conference
planning committee is George F.
Budd, president of St. Cloud,
Minnesota, State College. Larry
Dennis, vice chairman for academic
affairs,
Pennsylvania
State University, will serve as
chairman of the conference
resolutions committee. More
than one thousand leaders in
higher education are expected to
attend.
A new feature of the 1958 conference will be an exhibit of significant books in the field of
higher education. Chairman of
the committee planning the exhibit is Lewis, B. Mayhew, office of evaluation services,
Michigan State, and director of
research,
Stephens
College,
Columbia, Missouri.

Grab a Camera;
Get Snapshots
The snapshot contest, which
is being sponsored by the Reflector staff terminates December 4. These snapshots will be
used in the 1958 yearbook. According to Larry Hyde, editor of
the Reflector, pictures haven't

Campus Column
By JOYCE JACKSON
One of the greatest single
events of the history of the college took place last week when
the Board of Regents passed on
a graduate program in education
for GTC. We are very proud of
this move and feel that it is just
a step toward greater things
for our school. Although it will
only function during summer
sessions and Saturday classes at
first it is an execllent opportunity for local teachers and we
come in as they should have and
he urges everyone to grab a
camera and take a lot of photos.
There are three main categories pertaining to college life.
They are sports, campus life,
and humorous snaps. The sports
division included intramurals,
physical education classes, basketball games, just any kind of
athletics.
Campus life includes scenes
in the dormitories, classrooms,
on campus, parades, dances, and
Rat Day.
Anything humorous may be
entered as long as it pertains to
college life at GTC.
Gift certificates will be
awarded so "grab a camera and
get a snap."

are sure the program will expand.
Several GTC students attended
the Opera "La Traviata" in Savannah Sunday. It was reported
to have been a very enjoyable
trip.
Masquers have done it again!
The set was magnificent, the
acting was supurb and the play
was hilarious. The Masquers have
done something to be proud of.
Tickets are on sale at the Blue
Tide for the "Talent Revief" to
be presented next Tuesday by
the Veterans Club. Hope you will
make your plans to attend.
Tuesday is the day for sore
arms. But I'm sure you will
agree that a sore arm for a day
is a small price to pay compared to a crippled body for the
rest of your life. The Salk Vaccine will be given at the health
cottage from 8:30 to 1:30.
It doesn't take an exchange
student long to catch on to
American ways. When someone
told her he missed her in class
that day she replied, "Thank
you, but I was asleep."
A lot of effort and work have
gone into the plans for the Starlight Ball so don't miss the
"rendezvous" Saturday night at
the old gym.
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Upset Woes Remain on Campus
As Football Favorites Goof Again
By BILLY JACKSON
As football time came around
last Saturday afternoon, little
was thought of the possibility of
Notre Dame defeating Oklahoma, of Mississippi defeating
Tennessee, or of Kansas State
defeating Missouri, but it did
happen. The sad but true tale
came dissapointingly to all but
four of our campus football contestants as forty of our students
bit the dust on all three of the
above mentioned games as well
as some of the others.
Patsy Browning, George McLeod, Roy Pierce, and Dave
Esmonde led local pickers this
week as they failed on but two
of the eleven contests. For these
four contestants, the Oklahoma
Notre Dame, and MississippiTennessee games were the barriers on the most part. Each
of these contests will receive one
dollar and twenty-five cents for
their winning efforts.

students in the contest with nine
persons missing three games,
seventeen persons missing four
games, eight persons missing
five games, and six persons missing on six out of the eleven
games.
Please note that contest forms
for next week's games must be
placed in the hands of contest
manager Billy Jackson, or put into the box at the public relations office by Wednesday noon
to be accepted. This early deadline is due to the Thanksgiving
holidays that begin on Wednesday of next week.

In next week's games, you will
note that the trend of upsets
throughout can still stand true
as most of the games are interstate clashes such as Georgia
Tech arid Georgia, Mississippi
and Mississippi State, Tulane
and LSU and Tennessee and
Through these four won the Vanderbilt. Anything can happrizes, there were forty other pen, so be careful.

Franklin TV and Radio Service
—Zenith—

TV — RADIOS — RECORD PLAYERS
A Complete Repair Shop for the Above Appliances.
COMPLETE SELECTION OF RECORDS
46 East Main Street
Statesboro, Ga.
( ) LSU — (

) Tulane

Radio Station WWNS

Hagin & Olliff Service Station

—1240 ON YOUR DIAL—

"Your First Station From the College"
—TEXACO GAS—

Music — News — Sports

Goodrich Tires and Batteries
—Your AAA Station—

6:00 A. M. to 11:05 P. M.
(

) Mississippi State — (

(

) Mississippi

) North Carolina — (

Pick The Winners FOOTBALL CONTEST
Pick the Winners

N ame

Pick all winners and receive $10.00 cash. If no
one gets all the winners; the person naming the most
winners will receive $5.00 in cash from the GeorgeAnne. In case of ties among contestants, the prize
is equally divided.

Address (Dormitory for Students)

City and State

Mrs. Bryant's Kitchen
"Where Eating is a Pleasure"
— •—

Statesboro, Georgia
(

) Florida — ( ) Miami

—

( ) Georgia Tech — ( ) Georgia

Contest by Visiting Them When
You Buy!

STUDENTS!
For the Best Foods It's

Franklin's Drive-in Restaurant
At Intersection of Highways 301-80-25
"THE FINEST IN FOODS"
( ) Southern Methodist — ( ) Texas Christian

The College Grill

Students!

College Students and Families

Ben Franklin Store

Statesboro, Ga.

LANDMARK FOR HUNGRY AMERICANS

Cash!

3. Members of the George-Anne Staff are not
eligible to win.

HOWARD JOHNSON'S
109 North Main St.

$10

Support the Sponsors of This

1. In each ad on this page you will find two college teams scheduled to play football next week.
Check the teams you think will win. Tie games count
against you unless you mark them ties.
2. Mail or bring your entry sheet to The GeorgeAnne, located in the Public Relations Office, not
later than Friday noon of each week. Letters postmarked On or before this time will be accepted.

Win

) Virginia

I

Are Always Welcome

Soft Drinks — Sandwiches — Short Orders
( ) Army — (

) Navy

—Your Most Convenient Store—
Shop the Modern and Convenient Way
East Main Street
—
Statesboro, Ga.
(

) Notre Dame — ( ) Southern California
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Hugh's Who
in

The Georgia Teachers College
Professors will hold their 32nd
practice session of the 1957-58
basketball season this afternoon and by now several things
are evident:

SPORTS

By HUGH BELCHER

••*■

This is the second in a series of articles to introduce to you the students at GTC the members of the
1957-58 Professors basketball squad.
Our first profile is Joe Waters, 6-6, 180-pounder
and a sophomore who hails from Statesboro, Georgia.
He is a physical education major and was a member
v ' of last year's freshman team. Joe played four years
of high school basketball (center), football (end), and
track (high jump and broad jump). Joe's nick name is
' J. P. and his hobbies are basketball and track.
Next is Bill , Criscillis, also a sophomore from
Loyall, Kentucky. He is 6-1, weighs 192 pounds, and is
majoring in physical education. Bill played basketball
(guard, center), baseball (pitcher, outfield), and football (end), four years at Loyall High. His hobbies are
• basketball and football. He is playing guard on this
year's club.
Our third profile is Don Verstraete, already known
, to the students as "Whitey." He is 6-3, weighs 195
. pounds, a sophomore, and comes from Moline, Illinois.
; Whitey played three years of high school basketball
• and baseball. He received honors for making the third
team all-state '54, first team all-state '55, and the
.Converse High School all-America team third string
'55. He is a physical education major, is married and
has a son, Jeffrey Allen. He is working at the forward
position.
The last profile is George McLeod, a 6-3, 211pounder from Reidsville, Georgia. He is a senior and
is majoring in physical education. George is a transfer
from South Georgia College where he played basketball and football in 1951-53. He played four years of
high school basketball at • Reidsville High. George is
married and has a girl named Nancy. He plans to
coach upon graduation.

I

Sports Quiz
By ALBERT BURKE
1. Name the man
originated basketball.

that

2. Name the stadium and
the city where the ArmyNavy game is played.
3. On October 7, 1916 Georgia Tech beat a college 222-0.
Name this small college of
Lebanon, Tennessee.
4. Give the coach of these
college .football -teams: .(a)
Oklahoma, (b) Ohio State, (c),
Georgia Tech.
5. Who is the French
Canadian hockey player nicknamed "The Rocket." (Also
he has scored more points

Professors Work Hard
In Closing Practices

than any other player in
hockey history.)
6. Name the pro-basketball
champion in 1957.
7. Give name of the pitcher
who has won the most games
in one season.
8. Name the player who received the National League
most valuable player award
for the 1957 season.
9. Frank Lane is now
general manager of the Cleveland Indians, from which National League team did he
come?
10. The oldest man to ever
win the American League
batting title did it this year,
who was it and for what team
did he play?

1. The reserve situation is
critical.
2. The first five will be as
good as *or better than an
average GTC team.
3. The outside shooting of
Chester Curry, Cary Moore, and
Whitney Verstraete could turn
out to be the best in school
history.
,
4. The schedule will be the
toughest a GTC team has ever
played, and the record could
CAPTAIN RONNIE RUSH AND COACH J. B. SCEARCE
drop alarmingly from last year's
Captain Elect Rush pictured here with Coach J. B. Scearce will fine 18-7.
begin his third season with the Professors as they take on the
The team opens the season on
"Tars" of Rollins College in Rollins on December 6.
the road, visiting Rollins on De-

cember 6, Stetson on December
7, and Mercer December 9. The
locals pry the lid off the home
season on Wednesday, December 11 against Pikeville College,
a team coached by a 1950 GTC
graduate, John Renfro.
If Coach J. B. Scearce was
starting the season tonight, he'd
start Whitey Verstraete and Bob
Belton at forwards, captainelect Ronnie Rush at the center,
and Gary Moore and Chester
Curry at the guards.
Front line reserves include
Walker Cook and George McLeod at forwards, Joe Waters at
center, and Bill Criscillis and
LeWayne Anderson at guards.
Also in the picture are John
Akins and Carl Peaster, both of
whom have shown well against
the starters in scrimmage sessions.

Professors Looking Foward To Opening;
Action Begins With Rollins College Dec. 6
mmmmmm
:-:■:*:■:■:-:■:■:■:■;■:■:■:■:■:-:<>:-:■:■:■;

1957-1958 GEORGIA TEACHERS COLLEGE
BASKETBALL ROSTER

Squad Plays In
Two Tourneys

The Georgia Teachers College
Professors' basketball team will
make its debut for the 1957-58
campaign in just a few weeks.
The Profs have twelve home
. Pts.
games, twelve road games, and
Vsty. Last
two tournaments
on their
Name
No.
Pos.
Ht.
Wt.
Class Ltrs. Year
Home Town schedule. These tournaments are
the District NAIA tournament
*Belton, Bob
14
F
6-2
4
170
18
Eustis, Fla.
and the McNease State tourna*Verstraete, Don (Whitey) .. 32
F
6-3
195
2
0
Moline, 111.
ment. The NAIA tournament will
*Rush, Ronnie (Capt)
31
C
6-6
205
4
183
Savannah, Ga.
be played here at GTC again
*Mpore, Cary
5
G
6-2
170
3
0
LaCenter, Ky.
this year. The members of the
*Curry, Chester
4
G
6-2
185
2
351
Wheelwright, Ky, varsity have been. working
Akins, John
3
G
5-8
160
1
0
Portal, Ga.
rather regularly and putting in
Anderson, LeWayne
21
G
6-0
170
4
0
Statesboro, Ga.
a lot of practice on their own
Cook, Walker
24
F
in order to be ready for their
6-2
181
3
49
Pineview, Ga.
opening game against Rollins
Criscillis, Bill
34
G
6-2
192
2
Loyall, Ky.
6
College at Winter Park, Fla. on
McLeod, George
41
F
6-4
210
4
0
Reidsville, Ga.
Peaster, Carl
12
G
6-0
165
3
0 Montezuma, Ga. December 6. The Professors will
be missing last year's leading
Waters, Joe
25
C
6-7
186
2
4
Statesboro, Ga.
scorer, Don Wallen, with 386
points.
*Probable Starters
Coach J. B. Scearce Jr. has
won 200 games, lost 65 in 10
Coach — J. B. Scearce Jr. (Eastern Kentucky, 1936).
seasons as head coach at GTC.
Record at present school: Won 200, lost 65, 10 se'asons.
Assistant Coach J. I. Clements
is in his 9th year and has been
Assistant Coach — J. I. Clements Jr. (Eastern Kentucky, 1948).
head baseball coach for a
1956-57 Record — Won 18, lost 7.
number of seasons.
Colors — Royal Blue and White.
Home games start at 8 p. m.
LIBRARY ANNOUNCEMENT
Gym. — Physical Education Building, capacity 2,750.
Many of the current magazines will be sent to the national
Nickname — Professors.
Trainer — George Rahn.
Manager — Ray Mims.
bindery to be bound on Monday,
December 2.
Sports Publicist — Joe Axelson, Box 33, Collegeboro, Ga.
Miss Helen Legette, serials
All-time school record, 23 years: Won 326, lost 130. Pet. .715.
librarian, asks that any students
needing to use these magazines
please do so before that date.

(Answers on page 6)

AhSERTJJURKE INTRAMURAL ROUNDUP CHARLOTTE OWENS

CLIFTON PRESENTS
Vila Brown

■ iiu mm mi II in minimum ■■■■■tin

As

The Student I
Of the Week
Vila Brown, a senior
elementary education
major from Brunswick, is now serving
as president of Lewis
Hall, and is representing her class in the
Student Council. She
also placed fifth in the
1957 Beauty Revue.

CLIFTON PHOTO SERVICE
34 East Main Street — Statesboro
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MEN'S PLAY
It seems that a number of
men have lost interest in intramurals since volleyball has begun. These same men made a
special effort to participate in
touch football. If we played
nothing but football in the intramural program the game would
soon become monotonous and
we lose interest. The intramural
program has been organized by
a v^ry capable person, Mr. Jess
White, with this thought in
mind—to give variation.
Even though we do not enjoy
certain games we should think
of our team and the other participating men. The team needs
the support of its men to win
games and points for the allintramural championship title.
We should be considerate of the
other men who play our favorite
or our best game by participating in their most enjoyable
game. If all males who join in
these various games had kept
these two things in mind about
volleyball,' the four forfeits in
the past two weeks would not
have occured. Both the Bobcats and Leopards have lost all
of their entry points (30) because of these forfeits. The fighting team spirit of the teams

is lower because of these forfeits. Some men. may consider
this a "sissy" game but I ask
you men to play it before you
make up your opinion of the
game. If you do, the season may
still be successful.
The Wildcats (2-1) and the
Leopards (3-0, played a very
good game, probably the best
one yet, Monday; the Leopards
won 2-1. The first game went
to the Leopards 16-14, but with
the aid of the wind the Wildcats won the second game 15-1.
The Leopards won the third
game by the same score with
this advantage. The victory
broke a first place tie with Wildcats for the eLopards.
Contests in shuffle board,
table tennis, and paddle tennis
were begun this past week for
couples of the same unit in the
intramural program.
* * #
WOMAN'S PLAY
The second round of girls'
volleyball has started this week
with games in the afternoon
and night. The games have been
moved inside to the old gym
and new gym due to the
weather.

In the' first games Monday
afternoon, the Tigers defeated
the iLons 46-26. Ann Massey
lead the scoring with 12 points
and Jane Jones made 9 points.
The Leopards in a close game
Monday nights beat the Wildcats 35-34. High point servers
were Carolyn Davis 9, Ann
Gowen 9, and Betty Jean Pittman 8. In the other game of
the night, the Bears were defeated by the Cougars 42-19.
Barbara Faulk was high points
werver with 12 points.
Tuesday, the Bobcats dropped
their second game of the year to
the^aPnthers 31-23. Lane Hartly
led the scoring with 10 points.
Sara Dobson scored 8 points.
For their second win in this
round the Cougars defeated the
Lions 33-30. High points servers
were Kay Lovett 14 and Shirley
Hodges 9.
The second round has started
with much enthusiasm and will
determine the girl's volleyball
championship.
* * #
Girl's tennis intramurals are
now into the quarter finals for
the singles season. The results

of this round must be in by next
Monday.
In the top bracket Marsha
Maddox will meet Kay Jones.
Marsha plays for the Cougars
and Kay represents the Bobcats. The other game of this
round between Judy McCloy and
John Rahn of the Leopards has
already been played with Judy
giving the Tigers two more
points for the win.
The lower brackets shows
The lower brackets shows Millie Jo Bond to play Alice Henry
of the Leopards. Millie Jo is
assistant manager for the Bobcats. Billie eJan Barrow of the
iLons is to play Betty Thaggard
of the Tigers.
Entrees
show
that
the
Leopards and the Tigers still
have two representatives in the
tournament. Also the Bobcats
have two entrees. The Cougars
and the iLons are the only other
teams still represented.
Each match consists of two
out of three sets. The girls may
play their matches at any convenient time with their opponent. Thus far the matches
have been played very prompt
and in two weeks the Tennis
Singles Champion will be decided.
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By TOM BRYSON
Two weeks ago the Vets
Club kicked off a cleanup campaign in an effort to create a responsibility on the part of students, of keeping a cleaner
.campus, Since that time, cans
have been placed around the
Tide in an effort to provide
more accessible means of trash
disposal. This area shows a big
improvement and it is hoped
that all will continue to coNEW HAVEN, Conn. (IP)—
operate. In cooperation with the
Speaking about standards of exVets, the Art Club has concellence by which students,
tributed posters as reminders of
our obligation to maintain a citizens or nations may judge
therfiselves, the Rev. Browne
clean campus.
Barr of the Yale University
Hearty Appreciation
Divinity School recently warned
The Vets Club extends a
hearty appreciation for this against values set by comgenerous work to the following parison with others which he
members: Joyce Nesmith, Sandra equated with grading examinations on a "curve."
Wiggins, Betty Shealy, Betty J.
Quoting from the 12th chapPittman, John Garrett, June
Kite, Nita Flathmann, Virginia ter of I Corinthians, "... and
Rushin, Jeannette Pittman, and yet show I unto you a more
Ninivois Croft. This is a very excellent way," he stressed his
fine example of one club aiding theme of attempting to live by
another in its projects, and with a higher standard of excellence
such a fine spirit of coopera- than merely doing slightly better
tion, the various clubs on than others.
campus acting in concert, can
If "scholars, prize-winners,
help to make GTC a better col- honors-graduates,
VIP's
on
lege.
campus, judge yourselves by the
On Saturday evening, Novem- curve, compare yourselves to
ber 23, the Art Club is spon- your fellows ... you will be insoring its annual Starlight Ball. sufferable strutting egotists," he
Based on observation of last said. "If the only vision you
year's ball and on the amount have this day is a ranch house
of effort put out this year, this with a two-car garage and
should be one of the better security in your old age, you are
dances on campus this year. The grading on the curve," he contheme of the dance will be that tinued, "and that curve is alof a French cafe and should ways eventually downward."
provide a very enjoyable atmosLiving "on the curve" should
phere for dancing. Music will be
be replaced with the humility
furnished by the combo.
of working for "the unattainVariety Revue
Last week it was mentioned able standard" through the
that the Vets Club Talent and ethics of love and aspiration, he
Variety Revue would be held on concluded. "... it is not a matTuesday, November 26. How- ter of one's worthiness but one's
ever, it has been necessary to willingness to give himself, the
change this date to Monday, only true gift he has, to someNovember 25, same time, same thing or someone quite beyond
place. Tickets are now on sale himself."
and may be purchased from any
member of the Vets Club. In addition to Dr. Ronald Neil, head
of the music department and Mr.
Bob Thompson of WWNS, the
There is nothing so stupid as
following have been secured as an educated man if you get off
additional judges: Miss Eliza- the things that he was edubeth Sorrier, librarian of States- cated in.
boro High School, Mr. John
—Will Rogers
Johnson, WWNS, and Mr.
Education
is
the
process of
Faries, member of GTC faculty.
Anyone desiring to compete, driving a set of prejudices down
please contact some member of your throat.
—Martin H. Fischer
the Vets Club prior to Friday,
November 22, as this is the last
date on which auditions can be
ANSWERS TO SPORTS QUIZ
arranged. In addition to talent
from GTC, additional talent has
1. Dr. James Naismith, 1891;
been obtained from outside for Springfield, Massachusetts.
what promises to be a very
2. Municipal Stadium, Philaentertaining show.
delphia.
3.- Cumberland University.
4. (a) Bud Wilkinson, (b)
Woody Hayes, (c) Bobby
Dodd.
5. Maurice Richard, Montreal Caradiers.
6. Boston Celtics. .
7. Jack Chesbro, Yankees,
1904—41 games.
8. Henry Aaron.
9. St. Louis Cardinals.
10. Ted Williams, Boston Red
Sox.

Yale Professor

Music Potpourri

Warns Against

Curve Grading

On Education

Headquarters For

Men's Sweaters
(Khar a-Fleece)

In 15 Colors

HENRY'S
Shop HEJiRTS 'First

ORGAN GUILD
ELECTS OFFICERS
The Georgia Teachers College
student chapter of the American
Guild of Organists held its first
meeting on November 19. The
purpose of the meeting was the
election of officers and planning
various projects for the year:
Ruth Odom was elected president of the chapter and Jean
Fitzgerald was elected secretary-treasurer. Mr. Robert Buckner is the faculty advisor for
the group.
'^NCg IT'S ONE WEEK TIL HNAL6,1CAUEPY0U IN TO A5K JUST #
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George-Anne's Are Now Bound
And Found in Massive Volumes
By ANN MANRY
Did you know that you could
read a George-Anne published
as far back as 1932? That wish
came true down in the public
relations office. It was in 1932
when the George-Anne began to
come out regularly, or monthly in fact. Before that the paper
had been printed but very irregularly. George-Anne's in 1932
were saved and have continued
to be saved over the years. In
1936 the first bound book of
them came out. Now we have
five bound books which can be
used by anyone desiring to do
reference work.
Have you wondered where wo
acquired the name George-Anne?
For a long tim a name was
sought to call the paper by.
Blue and White, Times, and
High Flier were some of the
suggestions made. None of these
seemed to suit everyone. Then
someone came up with the idea
that since we were practically
oil from Georgia, why not
divide the worde Georgians.
Divided it became George-Anne,
George for the male population
and for the female population,
Anne. The name seems to have
stuck because we still go by
it.

CLASSIFIED
■ ADS ■■
These are the classified ads,
they have been purchased by
students of GTC for the purpose of advertising for something that they wanted. These
ads will appear each week,
if there are enough interested
advertisers on campus. The
cost is relatively small, and
we can assure you that your
ad will be read by the majority of our students. We pride
ourselves in having a student
newspaper with even the ads
being read by all our readers.
See Billy Jackson about
your next ad.
LOST
During a social function in
the old gym recently, two brown
suede jackets were exchanged.
Owner would like returned one
"Daniel Boone" for one he has
by mistake. Contact GeorgeAnne Business Manager.
BOXING TEAM
Anyone interested in joining
our boxing team see Bobby
Webb before Thanksgiving holidays. We will box for the Georgia Amateur Championships in
January.
Free
boxing
instructions will be given. TEAM
INDEPENDENTLY SPONSORED.

Thru the Years
By LARRY HYDE
The following are short news
items that appeared in the
October 1932 George-Anne.
Increased number of boys for
fall term this year is considered
remarkable. With an increase of
154 students over last fall the
total enrollment at the college
at this time is 448, by far the
largest fall enrollment in the
history
of
South
Georgia
Teachers College.
The first issue of The GeorgeAnne for this year brings us a
printed paper. During the last
two years the school paper has
been printed occasionally. It is
planned for The George-Anne to
be published every other week
for the remainder of the year.
By co-operating with the staff
it will be possible to give
S.G.T.C. a first class college
paper. (By Dean Zach S. Henderson.)
* * #
In a picturesque and poetic
nutshell here is the career of
Richard Halliburton, the romantic, literary adventurer, who
appeared here last Thursday
evening before a large audience.

The purpose of the Organ
Guild is to become more familiar
with church music, both organ
and choral. During the year, the
members of the Organ Guild
plan to visit some of the larger
Churches in Savannah and see
the different types of organs
used.
The student chapter here at
GTC is affiliated with the Savannah chapter.
*

*
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OPERETTA COMMITTEES SET
Several committees are at
work planning costumes, makeup and sets.for the production
of the operetta "Erminie." The
chairmen and members of the
committees are: costumes, chairman-Nan Stephens, Kitty Kelly
and Sally Ruark.
Make-up
chairman,
Ruth
Odom; Joe Brewer, Diana Bair,
Danice Hinson. Sets, chairman,
Curtis Walker; Don Anderson,
Mary Ann Harrell, James Conaway, Vermelle Pierce, Betty Sue
Mashburn.
James Jones is in charge of
advertisement and Emory Giles
is responsible for programs. Guy
Thompson, a senior musi cmajor,
is student director for "Erminie."
Tickets may be purchased
from any Music Education Club
member.
* * *
STUDENTS ATTEND OPERA
A large number of students
and faculty members attended
the opera, "La Traviata," in Savannah last Sunday afternoon.

The opera was performed by the
NBC Opera Company.
Those attending the opera
agreed that it was a superb performance. Dolores Wilson, one
of opera's most versatile sopranos, thrilled the audience as
Violetta. John Alexander, who
has triumphed as the star of
NBC-TV
operas,
portrayed
Violetta's lover, Alfredo. The
magnificent settings, costumes,
and lighting contributed to the
audience's enjoyment of the
opera.
This is the first in the allstar Concert Series. The next
will be a concert by the Savannah Symphony Concert on December 4. William Totenburg,
an outstanding violinist, will be
the guest artist.
advertisement)
YOUNG MEN—WOMEN
STUDENTS—TEEN-AGERS
Fabulous 45 RPM record offer.
All the latest hit recordings including POPULAR, ROCK-NROLL, COUNTRY AND WESTERN, RHYTHM & BLUES, etc.
Can be yours now during our
new membership drive at a fraction of their regular retail price.
During this membership drive
the HOLLYWOOD RECORD
CLUB to acquaint you with our
records will send you FOUR (4)
currently popular hit recordings
for the amazingly low price of
only $1.00 plus 15c to cover the
cost of postage and handling. If
after receiving and playing you '
recordings you are not cod _
pletely satisfied simply return to
us and your $1.00 will be refunded. Each month you will be
sent a list to choose from. You
are under no obligation in receiving this list. To receive your
first four (4) records send $1.00
plus 15c today and your recordings will be forwarded to you
immediately.
Mail to:
RECORDS
6625 Delmar Blvd. Dept. 313
University City 5, Mo.

DRIVE-IN

GEORGIA

Sunday and Monday
November 24-25

Sunday, Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday
November 24-25-26-27

The seniors presented as their
chapel program last Wednesday
morning the farce comedy, "That
(Superscope)
Rascal Pat." The blunderings of
Starring Arine Baxter and
the Irishman, Pat, brought many
Sterling Hayden
laughs from the student body.
** * *
Tuesday, Wednesday and
Work was begun last week on
Thursday
the 1933 REFLECTOR, the colNovember 26-27-28
lege yearbook. Miss Elizabeth
Edenfield of Vidalia, has been
elected to the editor-in-chiefship
of this year's book, and Mr.
Eugene Kinney of Temple, busi(CinemaScope)
ness manager.
Starring Rock Hudson and
* * *
Martha Hyer
One of the features of Friday's |ame was the newly orFriday and Saturday
ganized Teachers College Band.
November 29-30
With sixteen men under the
direction of Shelby Monroe the
new band has made a remarkable showing. The band was
organized here early in October
and on the 14th of October
made a trip to Milledgeville for
Starring Rex Reason and
the GMC game and one week
■ Margia Dean
later paraded at the Norman
Park game in Statesboro, giving
—Plus—
a concert up town preceding the
game.
* * *
We, the Geography Class of
SGTC are studying geography
Starring Henry Fonda and
without any maps. We have to
Vera Miles
turn in a verbatim notebook,
however, which evidently serves —Play "Lucky" Every Fridaythe purpose.

The Come On!

Battle Hymn

Badlands of
Montana

The Wrong Man

Thursday and Friday
November 28-29

WfiTtfi,

Saturday, November 30

Girl in Black
Silk Stockings
—Plus—

HOWARD PUFF <f1

